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Normal operation: 

 
  
During short circuit: 

 
  



 
After short circuit is removed: 

 
  
The yellow and magenta traces are signals on the first bridge PWM outputs. The cyan and blue traces 
are signals on the second bridge PWM outputs. Load is connected after the filter inductors. 
 
During the short circuit, the OCP event was detected for magenta and blue outputs and these outputs 
turn into high-Z state. The other two PWM outputs keep switching. 
It seems to be random whether the first bridge (magenta and blue) or the second one (yellow and cyan) 
goes into high-Z, but regardless the other two PWM outputs keep switching with ~FAULT low. 
 
This means that after an OCP event, the system has lost 2 phases out of 4. 
 
The question still remains – why there is the output signal with ~FAULT asserted? Why another two 
phases do not go to high-Z? Driver is set to dual full bridge mode with CBC M1=M2=M3=0. Should we 
set M2=1 as per attached table?  

 
  


